**Quick Start Guide**

1. Insert the battery.
2. Insert a card.
3. Attach the lens.
4. Set the lens focus mode switch to <.
5. Set the power switch to <EF>.
6. Set the shooting mode switch to <.
7. Focus the subject.
8. View the image.
9. Take the picture.

**Preparation**

- **Menu Operations**
  - Main tabs: Picture Style, Optimizer, AEB setting, White balance
  - Secondary tabs: Metering mode, AF mode, ISO speed

- **Image Quality Settings**
  - Image size: Pixels (Monochrome, Standard, Vivid), Img type/size
  - JPEG: <Neutral>, <Faithful>, <Vivid>, <Vivid blue>
  - RAW: <Neutral>, <Faithful>, <Vivid>, <Vivid blue>

**Image Playback**

- Possible shots: Approx. 1120 shots
- Temperature: At 23°C / 73°F, At 0°C / 32°F

**Battery Life with Viewfinder Shooting**

- Possible shots: Approx. 1120 shots
- Temperature: At 23°C / 73°F, At 0°C / 32°F